
Plasma op�cs for ultra-intense light manipula�on 
 
We present the recent advances in ioniza�on-based op�cal components, plasma 
mirrors and ioniza�on gra�ngs, enabling the manipula�on of ultra-intense light 
beyond the constraints set by the minimum beam size required to prevent op�cal 
damage. We demonstrate enhanced harmonic genera�on u�lizing a mul�-color 
laser driver produced within a cascaded plasma mirror setup. Our research shows 
that harmonic enhancement can be controlled by adjus�ng the rela�ve phase of 
the colors in the driving waveform. Furthermore, we show that ioniza�on gra�ngs 
can serve as a controllable op�cal switch for high-power light, providing a 
temporal contrast enhancement over five orders of magnitude with a switching 
�me of under 500 fs. This compares favorably to contrast improvement achievable 
with alterna�ve methods. Our results show the poten�al of ioniza�on-based 
op�cal components for applica�ons, including laser-driven par�cle accelera�on, 
high-harmonic genera�on, ultrafast op�cal switching as well as pulse cleaning and 
compression of ultra-intense light. 
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